
Vision Statement     

At Delacombe Primary School 

we are a community of learners 

working in a warm, positive, 

friendly and engaging             

environment where all members 

proudly display the values of: 

Respect 

Responsibility 

Enjoyment 

Consideration 

Integrity 

Personal Best 

in order to produce happy,   

competent, resilient  community 

minded  individuals who are able 

to live productive lives. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

110-120 Greenhalghs Road, Delacombe   Vic   3356 

PO Box  205R, Redan Vic, 3350 

From The Principal’s Desk 

Newsletter No. 14 

Wednesday 9th September, 2020 

September  

Birthdays 
Jack W, Zander P, 

Roguen E-G,  
Sapphire L-F, Bailey H, 

Georgia G, Layla K,  
Sophie K, Jaxxon R,  
Ashlyn C, Leon R,  
Kaylee R, Noah S,  

Leni B, Mia C,  
Kayla McC, Caidyn N, 
Tully O’D, Azekiel T,  
Aleah R, Tyson R-G, 

Lachlan C, Sophia W, 
Lily F, Natalie K,  

Lachlan A, Thomas B, 
Jeremy C,  Ella G,  

Kaleb P, Mackenzie W, 
Zahlia D, Lachlan R,  

Hollie M, Amy D,  
Maya B, Jai A 

Delacombe Primary School 

Dear Parents and Carers,  

 

The term has almost come to an end and once again we have all endured 

learning in a different way.  I encourage all our students to keep persisting  

with the work and giving their personal best under the circumstances. 

 

RETURNING BACK TO SCHOOL  

The government has set the possible start date for school from Monday 12
th
 

October.  In line with the governments staged approach this will be the 

pathway back to school.   

Week 1 of Term 4 (Oct 5
th
-9

th
) –  

 Remote Learning continues for all year levels.   

 On-site continues for those that are eligible. 

Week 2 of Term 4 (Oct 12
th
-16

th
) –  

Schools have the option of a staggered return, however the decision has 

been taken for all year levels to return on Monday October 12
th
.   

 

Throughout this term some of our students have been very busy.  I would 

like to acknowledge our school captains Charlotte, Olivia, Charlie and  

Maiya who are in that category.  They have been involved in our  

fortnightly Virtual assemblies and also our Virtual tour.  In all situations our 

captains have been reliable, responsible and committed to their role.  They 

have certainly lived up to the expectations and never once complained or 

argued and have also worked really well as a team. 

 

Our captains will feature once again in the Virtual assembly today at 

11.30am.  We have moved it to this time for students to view it during the 

day as opposed to a Friday afternoon.  We have also extended our  

Specialist Wednesdays.  Our classroom teachers will be using the day to  

focus on teacher professional development.  An example of this is our 

Grade 5-6 teachers extending their knowledge in Google classroom, which 

has been so beneficial in remote learning. 

   

I hope the fathers out there enjoyed their Father’s day and may have  

possibly received a present from the school stall.  This year we trialled an 

online version which was set up by our office staff and it worked very  

successfully.  Thank you if you managed to use the stall.  It was good  

fundraiser for the school and maintaining some connection between our 

school and the community. 

 

It does appear that we will need to make more adjustments to events in 

Term 4.  Our Writers’ Festival will still go ahead but more than likely  

without the attendance of parents and carers.  Don’t panic we will still find 

a way for parents to view and become involved virtually.   

Cont. page 2 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RU-OK? DAY- Thursday 10th September. 
Looking out for each other and supporting each other is more important than ever during this time.  
However, asking people if they are okay can sometimes feel awkward.  
 

An ‘R U OK’ check-in is primarily about giving people the space and opportunity to share if they need. 
 

We cannot fix someone’s problems, but we can listen to them and be there for them. Having someone 
care enough to ask after our wellbeing and listen is valuable. If you notice a change in them, it is only the 
more important that you ask R U OK?  
 

What if they say no? 
 

You may have noticed something in someone, and asked them if they are OK, but they turned you down 
or just gave an evasive answer.  
 That’s okay - You have asked the important question, and given them the opportunity 
 They aren’t obliged to engage, nor is it your responsibility to pursue it further 
 Let them know that you are available if they need to have a chat 
 

Well done for noticing and asking someone - R U OK? 
 

Being there and supporting each other builds a healthy community.  Thank you for caring during this  
difficult time. If you need support, or you think someone else in the community needs a check in, please 
contact us at the school. We value you and are here to help. 

Cont. from Principal’s Desk 

It is highly likely that our Grade 6 Graduation will go ahead but again possibly without parents 

and carers in attendance.  We are looking at all the events that were planned to go ahead in Term 

4 and see how we can continue in a COVID-19 environment.  
 

Looking ahead into 2021 we are booking camps for student year levels that missed their  

opportunity this year.  I will have more details in our Term 4 newsletter. 
 

Week 10 Term 3 
 

In the last week of this term teachers will plan in their teams for the Term 4 Curriculum.  On the 

days they are planning there will be no teacher conferences but work will be set by the teachers. 

STADIUM COMMENCES 

This week the stadium building works commenced.  This is going to be a terrific addition to our 

school and will be available to us by the end of Term 1 2021. 
 

Thank you and have a  

good week.. 

Scott & Marnie 

Monday  No Conferences PLC 5/6 PLC 3/4 

Tuesday  No Conferences PLC 1 PLC 2 

Wednesday  No Conferences PLC Prep  





Professional Learning Community 1  (Grade 1 ) 

Professional Learning Community Foundation  (Preps) 

The Grade Ones are busy researching this week!  They have been given the task to research on an animal 
of their choice and present it in the best way they can.  We can’t wait to see the variety of posters, books, 
dioramas, digital books and maybe even movies that will share what they have learnt.  In Numeracy the 
students are investigating arrays and why some numbers can be made in lots of different arrays and 
some only a couple.  
 
Science has us going on a virtual excursion to the zoo!  We might learn some facts for our research  
projects as well as give us a head start on our biological science topic for next term.  
 
We are so proud of the way our grade one students are taking ownership of their learning.  

Great work everyone on another few weeks of remote learning!  We continue to be impressed with the 
level of engagement and how many of our students are logging on daily to our virtual lessons.  A  
reminder to keep up the good work as we progress towards the end of term and start to feel a little 
tired and run down.  Not long to go!  
 
We have been loving focusing on different fairy tales this term and are excited to begin looking at the 
story of Hansel and Gretel.  We have been learning lots of interesting spelling patterns and have started 
to identify spellings like ‘tch’ in words like witch and exploring when we use these different ways of a 
spelling a familiar sound.  As we continue through the week, we are going to be learning how to  
compare and contrast multiple versions of a story and relate them to other fairy tales we have learnt. 
This new knowledge will come in handy when we use our figurative language strategies to create our 
very own narrative.  We can’t wait to read all the wonderful stories our preps will have written. 
 
In Numeracy, we are looking at what we know about numbers and how we can identify patterns that 
make counting forwards and backwards much quicker and easier. 
 
Keep up the great work! We are proud of each and every one of you! 

Professional Learning Community 2 (Grade 2 )  

Spring has sprung!  What lovely sunny weather we've had over the last few days!  I hope everyone has 
been getting their dose of vitamin D and some fresh air.  I hope everyone spoiled their Dads on Sunday 
too! 
 
This week in Reading students are learning to summarise and retell, making sure that the information or 
events are told in the correct order! 
 
PLC 2 students will be writing procedures this week in Writing.  They will need to make sure they have all 
the sections in their procedures, including a Title, Goal, Materials and Steps.  
 
In Numeracy students are learning about fractions.  They will need to divide wholes and groups into 
halves, quarters, thirds and eighths. 
 
Only one more week after this week until holidays!  We hope you all have a terrific week 9 and we cannot 
wait to see you all back in the classroom in Term 4! 



Professional Learning Community 3 –4 (Grades 3 & 4) 

Grade 3/4s have been working incredible hard this week!  
 
In Reading we have been concentrating on answering questions about a given text and using evidence to 
support our answers.  This has been an incredibly difficult task, but we have all been giving it a ‘red hot 
go’.  
 
In Writing we have been having a fabulous time creating our very own creatures made up by merging 
two separate animals together.  The creations have had us all in hysterics. It’s been so much fun.  The 
descriptions we were able to write were very detailed, and now we’re using our created creatures to 
write interesting and exiting narratives.  
 
In Numeracy we have been concentrating on ‘chance’ and discovering what this concept is and how 
changing different variables can change an outcome.   
 
Just a reminder that the Grade 3/4 camp has been cancelled to the current ongoing pandemic.   
 
Stay safe everyone and have a great week!  

Professional Learning Community 5-6  (Grades 5 & 6) 

Welcome to Week 9.  
 
With a light now at the end of the tunnel for Remote Learning, we are looking forward to attacking the 
last two and a half weeks online.  The kids have been working hard and we appreciate the effort parents 
are putting in to ensure their child is able to not only complete the tasks online, but to also attend their  
conferences with their teacher.  This week we are working on leaving tracks to develop our  
comprehension in Reading.  We encourage the students to find a comfortable spot around home to sit 
down and really enjoy their book.  In Writing this week we are writing a realistic narrative.  The teachers 
are excited to see where the students take our story starter, and we think there will be more than a few 
interesting stories.  
 
In Numeracy, we have started to look at Algebra.  We are looking forward to working with the students 
online in our conferences to take a closer look at this topic.  Even though our term is coming to close, we 
are still encouraging the students to work hard and complete their tasks to a high standard.  
 
Well done everyone for your efforts so far, we are super proud and we cannot wait to have you back in 
the classroom for our last term of 2020.  



Week Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

1 
October 
Mental 

Health Week 
 

5 
  

**  Remote  
learning 

6 
**  Remote  

learning 

7 
  

**  Remote  
learning 

8 
**  Remote  

learning 
**  Proposed 

Return of 
loaned  devices 

2.30pm – 
4.15pm 

9 
**  Remote  

learning 
**  Proposed 

Return of 
loaned  devices 

9.00am – 
4.15pm 

2 
  

12 
**  First day 
back for all  

students 

13 
 

14 
  

15 
 

16 
**  PLC F  

Wildlife Park 
Excursion 

3 
 Book week  

  
  

19  
**  School  

Photos 
**  School 

Council 

20  21  
**  Virtual  
Assembly 
2.30pm 

22 
Proposed  
“Thank you day 
stall” 

23 
**  Public  
holiday 

“Thank you 
day” 

4 
 

26 
**  World 

teachers’ day 
**  PLC 1 & 2 
Wildlife Park 

Excursion 

27 
 

28  
  
  

29 
  
 

30 
 **  Grade 5 
leadership day 

 **  School  
leader  

Applications 
open 

5 
November 

  

2  
**  Proposed  
Curriculum 

Day 

3  
**   

Melbourne 
Cup 

4    5 
  
  

6  
**  Writer’s  

Festival 
 **  School  

leader   
Applications 

close 

6 
Assessment 

week 

9  
**  Book Fair  

10  
**  Book Fair  

11  
**  Book Fair  

12 
**  Book Fair  
**  2021 School 

captain  
interviews 

13 
 **  Book Fair  

7 
Assessment 

week 

16  
**  School 

Council 
 

17   18  
**  Virtual  
Assembly 
2.30pm 

19 
  
  
  

20   

8 23  
**  Prep  

swimming 

24 
**  Prep  

swimming 

25 
**  Prep  

swimming 

26 
**  Prep  

swimming 

27 
**  Prep  

swimming 

9 
December 

30 
**  Prep  

swimming 

1   
**  Prep  

swimming 

2 
**  Prep  

swimming 
**  House  
Captain  

speeches 

3 
**  Last day of 

Prep swim 

4 
**  First day of 

PLC 1&2  
swimming 

**  Grade 5/6 
Health Day 

10 
December 

7 
**  PLC 1&2  

8 
**   

9 
**  PLC 1&2  

10 
**  PLC 1&2  

11 
**  PLC 5/6  



Term 4 

5/10/20 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

1 
Beginning 
5/10/20 
  

Remote  
Learning 

Remote  
Learning 

Remote Learning Remote Learning Remote Learning 

          

2 
Beginning 
12/10/20 
  

12 
     5/6D 11.20 

13 2B 8.50 
     1C 11.20 

14 3/4D 8.50 15 3/4E 8.50 
   3/4B 11.20 

16 5/6B 8.50 

  3/4A 12.25 
5/6B  2.15 

  3/4C 12.25 
5/6C  2.15 

3/4E 12.25 

3 
Beginning 
19/10/20 

19 
     5/6E 11.20 

20 2A 8.50 
     1A 11.20 

21 5/6A 8.50 22 5/6C 8.50 
     3/4A 11.20 

23 Thank You     
Day 

  3/4B 12.25 
3/4D  2.15 

  5/6D 12:25 
5/6A   2.15 

  

4 
Beginning 
26/10/20 
  

26 
     5/6D 11.20 

27   2C 8.50 
     1B 11.20 

28 3/4D 8.50 29 3/4E 8.50 
   3/4B 11.20 

30 3/4C 8.50 

  3/4A 12.25 
5/6B  2.15 

  3/4C 12.25 
5/6C  2.15 

5/6E 12.25 

5 
Beginning 
2/11/20 
  

2 
    Curriculum Day 

3 Melbourne               
Cup Day 

4 5/6A 8.50 5 5/6C 8.50 
     3/4A 11.20 

6 Writer’s Festival 

      5/6D 12:25 
5/6A   2.15 

3/4E 12.25 

6 
Beginning 
9/11/20 

9 
    5/6D 11.20 

10 Preps 11 3/4D 8.50 12 3/4E 8.50 
   3/4B 11.20 

13 5/6B 8.50 

  3/4A 12.25 
5/6B  2.15 

  3/4C 12.25 
5/6C  2.15 

3/4E 12.25 

7 
Beginning 
16/11/20 

16 
    5/6E 11.20 

17 2B 8.50 
     1C 11.20 

18 5/6A 8.50 19 5/6C 8.50 
     3/4A 11.20 

20 3/4C 8.50 

  3/4B 12.25 
3/4D  2.15 

  5/6D 12:25 
5/6A   2.15 

5/6E 12.25 

8 
Beginning 
23/11/20 
  

23 
     5/6D 11.20 

24 2A 8.50 
     1A 11.20 

25 3/4D 8.50 26 3/4E 8.50 
   3/4B 11.20 

27 5/6B 8.50 

  3/4A 12.25 
5/6B  2.15 

  3/4C 12.25 
5/6C  2.15 

3/4E 12.25 

9 
Beginning 
30/11/20 
  

30 
     5/6E 11.20 

1 2C 8.50 
   1B 11.20 

2  PA 8.50 
  

3 2B 8.50 
   1C 11.20 

4  3/4C 8.50 

  3/4B 12.25 
3/4D  2.15 

  5/6D 12:25 
5/6A   2.15 

5/6E 12.25 

10 
Beginning 
7/12/20 

7 
 

8 PB 8.50 
   PC 11.20 

9 
  

10 3/4C 8.50 
  

11 5/6B 8.50 

  3/4B 12.25 
3/4D  2.15 

    3/4E 12.25 

11 
Beginning 
14/12/20 

14 15 16 17 18 

          

*** Kitchen 

***Garden 



Prep A Livian D: For giving every task a 'red hot 
go' and always having such a positive  
attitude.  

Chase N-B: For being more active in our 
conferences and joining in class discussions 
with enthusiasm. 

Prep B Kennedy E:  For trying her personal best 
and being a helpful and considerate class 
member. 

Maddison S:  For trying her personal best 
and having a fantastic positive attitude. 

Prep C Huon A:  For always having a polite,  
considerate and thoughtful nature towards 
others both at school and on video calls. 

Parker B:  For making a fantastic effort to 
attend video lessons this week and  
becoming more confident to engage in 
online learning. 

1A Rory A:  For turning his thinking around to 
a positive when things feel tough. You are a 
Green Machine! 

Tyler H:  For listening carefully for sounds 
in words. Remember to reread and check. 

1B Jeremy C:  For always displaying his  
personal best during remote learning. You 
have tackled every challenge and I am so 
proud of you! 

Sapphire L-F:  For always having a smile 
and having a ‘red hot go’ at learning tasks. 
Your reading has blown me away!  

1C Mia R-G:  For having a ‘red hot go’ at all of 
your learning tasks this term. Fantastic 
work Mia! 

Tom T:  For displaying a fantastic attitude 
towards all of your learning tasks this term 
and producing work of the highest quality. 
You're a star Tom! 

2A Eleisha R:  For always completing her 
learning task and attending her Webex  
conferences. So good to see your smiling 
face on the screen. 

Sienna A:  For her amazing acrostic poem 
of a butterfly. What beautiful handwriting 
and excellent describing words.  Great job 
Sienna. 

2B Mackenzie C:  For taking responsibility for 
her learning during remote learning and 
giving everything she does her personal 
best. 

Lily McM:  For always giving her personal 
best and showing up to Webex meetings 
with a smile on her face and kind words to 
say. 

2C Molly P:  For keeping on task during  
remote learning and introducing her new 
puppy Dutchie.  He’s a cutie! 

Ryder R:  For making a wonderful effort 
during remote learning and having a big 
smile during check ins.  Fantastic Ryder! 

3/4A Tyler S:  Consistently submitting required 
tasks during remote learning and trying his 
best to respond to feedback.  Well done 
Tyler, you are amazing! 

Leo C:  Giving all learning tasks a ‘red hot 
go’ and demonstrating a willingness to  
respond to feedback to improve.  Keep it 
up Leo! 

3/4B Jack W:  For always having a positive  
attitude during remote learning and doing 
his personal best in all areas of his work. 

Jayden R:  For persisting, learning new 
things and developing independence whilst 
working from school this term.  

3/4C Alex G:  For persisting with challenging 
tasks and always giving an original  
perspective on the work he completes  

Ruby B:  Always completing her work to a 
high standard with exceptional  
presentation 

3/4D Evan K-D:  For consistently submitting his 
work and having a ‘red hot go’ at all his 
tasks.  Great job Evan!  

Amy D:  For her clever storytelling in a  
narrative and using beautiful handwriting 
to publish her work 

3/4E Stephanie G:  For applying her personal 
best to all her remote learning and for  
giving me plenty of laughs in our  
conferences.  Keep it up Steph!  

Brody I:  For working hard to achieve 
great things during remote learning.  Keep  
aiming high Brody! 



Class Student & Reason Student & Reason 
5/6A Chloe D:  Really putting in 100% effort  

during remote learning  
Amaya H:  Working hard to show her  
understanding of reading genres  

5/6B Charlotte W:  For an amazing picture story 
book and continuing to try her personal 
best- so proud of all the hard work you are 
putting into your learning Charlotte, well 
done! 

Ethan S:  For outstanding work at all times 
especially his picture story book. It has been 
so wonderful to see you embrace remote 
learning and seeing you in daily conferences 
is making all our days that bit brighter- well 
done!  

5/6C Ramon B:  For his punctuality in attending 
individual conferences this fortnight. 

Hannah T:  For outstanding time  
management skills and a consistently positive 
approach to all aspects of remote learning. 

5/6D Hannah M:  For consistently producing 
quality work during remote learning. 

Charlie J:  For never missing a conference 
during remote learning. 

5/6E Declan C:  For making a consistent effort 
towards completing his tasks to a high 
standard. It’s been pleasing to see your 
work ethic continue to improve over time! 
Well done Declan. 

Mia P:  For responding to feedback in a  
positive fashion and for her effort on our 
BODMAS task- it was so impressive Mia,  
awesome job! 

Art  Daniel H:  For always submitting 
high quality artwork ~ Mrs S 

 Trae S:  For taking so much care with 
his artwork ~ Mrs S 

 Bella O’N:  For her creating such 
beautiful Kadinsky flowers ~ Mrs S  

Jack W:  For doing a great job with his re-
mote learning in Art and adding extra details 
to all his artworks. 
Well done and thank you Jack! 
~ Mrs Cottrill  

Chinese Amy D:  For doing an amazing job at the 
extra Chinese challenge and writing  
amazing Chinese sentences in characters 

Dilav K:  For having a red hot go at the extra 
challenge and doing a great job of Chinese 
comprehension 

Digi-Tech Lars K:  For his awesome creativity and  
video that he submitted for the unplugged 
coding activity.  Great job! ~ Kyra  

 

P.E Trae S:  For his great effort at creating a 
unique floor routine incorporating the rock 
'n roll, smooth transitions and some  
impressive balances, all performed well, in 
time to your music.  Keep up the great 
work.~ Mrs. O’Brien  

Lilah P:  For always demonstrating our 
school values and working co-operatively 
with others. 
~ Mr Storey  

DASH Jayden R:  For making good decisions and 
for displaying all of Delacombe's school 
values when doing so. ~ Tan 

Leo C:  For creating a happy and safe  
environment and ensuring that all students 
feel included. ~ Tan 



PREP A Oliver P Olivia N Chase N-B 

PREP B Charlotte K Lexi R Zac L 

PREP C Liam C Nate B Leroy B 

1A Isabelle G Zoe L Lachlan S 

1B Sophie G Bella O’N Alex J 

1C Jaxton W Georgia S Ruby L 

2A Sienna A Jack  Stella H 

2B Xavier F Lex W Eli Mc 

2C Leo S Eli T Noah S 

3/4A Lily S Emily J Tyler S 

3/4B Jack W Trae S Alana B 

3/4C Xavier F Sam H Oliver A 

3/4D Zac T Ivy S Lily P 

3/4E Brody I Codie L Amarli B 

5/6A Amaya H Catherine C Roman M 

5/6B Rashelle H Maddy S Ethan S 

5/6C Ella B Dylan T Izac T 

5/6D Olivia H Charlie J Nic D 

5/6E Hannah B Mia C Bianca W 



 
 
 
 

Koorie Champions’ News 
 

HELP US NAME OUR MURAL GARDEN 
 

Have you seen our Koorie Mural Garden in the middle of the school grounds?  It’s filled with plants  
indigenous to our local area and the Koorie Champions Club have worked with an Aboriginal artist to  

create a double sided mural which will be unveiled soon.  In the meantime, we need your help to name 
our mural garden.  The Koorie Champions decided on ‘A garden for all on Wathaurong land’ but when I 

tried to translate this, it wasn’t possible, as there isn’t a Wathaurong translation for all words.  Therefore, 
during lockdown I have managed to find some possible translations and it would be great if you could use 

the following link (Just click on it) to cast your family vote for the most suitable name.  When school  
resumes we will add the finishing touches and invite you to our grand opening.  

Thanks for your help! 
 

Link: https://forms.gle/pM6QY7861rshfFU29 

https://forms.gle/pM6QY7861rshfFU29


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The staff at DASH are beginning to get super excited as the Spring Vacation Care approaches, staff have 
been working hard to prepare a range of fun and engaging activities that cater for everyone’s likes.  
 
With school holidays approaching quickly, we advise you jump onto My Family Lounge on the School’s 
website to book your spot immediately!!!! 
 
 
The children at DASH have been super busy this week cooking, crafting and working together to build 
their communication and co-operation skills.  Team work is a huge part of the DASH program and we  
continue to build on these skills regularly through play.  
 
DASH would finally like to recognise their students of the week: 
 
Jayden R and Leo C for being outstanding leaders, making good decisions and creating a safe and happy 
environment for themselves and everyone around them.  Keep up the great work boys!!!  



 
 
 
 
 
 
We continue to be incredibly proud of all of our talented artists here at Delacombe!  Thank you very 
much to all of our families for supporting the Visual Arts program whilst undertaking remote learning; we 
hope that Art is providing some light and food for the soul, in what has been such an incredibly  
challenging year for all of us.  
 
We your Art teachers, feel extremely fortunate that the spotlight has been shone on our curriculum area 
through our school’s recent virtual assemblies and the recently produced virtual tour of our incredible 
school.  A big thanks to Maiya and Olivia for sharing their enthusiasm and appreciation for all things Art! 
We have really enjoyed seeing our students embrace, “Specialist Wednesday” and have been delighted in 
the number of submissions we have received.  The Kadinsky flowers were such a wonderful way to send 
winter on its way and prepare for the joy that spring brings. 
 
As we prepare to enter school holidays, we wish everyone a restful break. Listed below are some links to 
Art galleries across the world.  If we can’t physically travel, then why not momentarily escape to Paris, 
New York, Amsterdam etc.  with a click of our fingers and enjoy some culture and glorious artwork!  
 
T H E  L O U V R E  I N  P A R I S  
https://www.louvre.fr/en/visites-en-ligne/ 
R O A L D  D A H L  M U S E U M  A N D  S T O R Y  C E N T R E  
https://www.roalddahl.com/museum/visit/virtual-museum-tour 
B O S T O N  C H I L D R E N ’ S  M U S E U M  
https://www.bostonchildrensmuseum.org/museum-virtual-tour 
N A S A  G L E N N  R E S E A R C H  C E N T E R  
https://www.nasa.gov/glennvirtualtours 
https://www.nasa.gov/content/goddard/hubble-360-degree-virtual-tour 
T H E  B R I T I S H  M U S E U M  I N  E N G L A N D  
https://britishmuseum.withgoogle.com/ 

T H E  M E T R O P O L I T A N  M U S E U M  O F  A R T  I N  N E W  Y O R K  
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/online-features/metkids/ 
V A N  G O G H  M U S E U M  I N  A M S T E R D A M   
https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/van-gogh-museum?hl=en 
M O N T E R E Y  B A Y  A Q U A R I U M  
https://www.montereybayaquarium.org/animals/live-cams 
 
 
Take care everyone, 
Mrs S 

Macklin - PC 

 

https://www.louvre.fr/en/visites-en-ligne/
https://www.roalddahl.com/museum/visit/virtual-museum-tour
https://www.bostonchildrensmuseum.org/museum-virtual-tour
https://www.nasa.gov/glennvirtualtours
https://www.nasa.gov/content/goddard/hubble-360-degree-virtual-tour
https://britishmuseum.withgoogle.com/
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/online-features/metkids/
https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/van-gogh-museum?hl=en
https://www.montereybayaquarium.org/animals/live-cams
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At Delacombe Primary School, we are incredibly lucky to have access to a wide range of technologies, and 
as such, we want to support students to use devices safely and responsibly.  We also aim for this 
knowledge to carry over into their use of devices outside of school.  
 
We spend a large part of Term 1 every year teaching Cyber Safety.  Cyber safety is not limited to online 
use; it includes using mobile phones, cameras and other devices.  Students from Foundation to Grade 6 
cover age appropriate topics such as: 

 
 What is private and personal information, and how to protect yourself online 
 How to balance our media time 
 What steps to take if they are contacted by strangers online, or encounter cyber bullying 
 How to protect their reputation online, and understand the permanency of digital posts 
 How to choose websites and apps that are appropriate and safe for them 
 How to communicate kindly and safely online 
 
This term we have implemented an “Appropriate Use of ICT” Rubric.  It was a collaboration between staff 
and students over a number of weeks, and the result is something that is very clear regarding expected 
use, and the consequences if a student does not honour this agreement.  This agreement covers use in 
the classroom and in Digi Tech lessons, and from Foundation to Grade 6.  A copy of the rubric is on the 
following page. 
 
We hope that you will discuss this rubric as a family and use it to reflect upon your own digital technology 
use at home.   
 
If you have any questions about the rubric or cybersafety please contact Mrs Curran or Mrs Wall. 





  
  Kids Cooking 
  Competition  

 
 
Boys and girls, here’s a bit of holiday fun or something you can do during remote learning, to stay in 
touch with our SAKG program.   All it requires is for you to think of your favourite fresh produce and how 
you use it in your cooking.  To enter, simply download the entry form with your parents or guardian,  
using the link below:  
https://www.coles.com.au/content/dam/coles/campaigns/kids-cooking-competition-sagkf/coles-kids-
cooking-competition-sakgf.pdf  
 
and, then answer the questions asked about your favourite fresh produce and the recipe you like to make 
using it.  Once you have done this, email the PDF and a picture of you making your recipe to 
colesmagcookingcomp@ coles.com.au.  For further information, please the attached flyer. 
 
 

http://www.kitchengardenfoundation.org.au/index.php
https://www.coles.com.au/content/dam/coles/campaigns/kids-cooking-competition-sagkf/coles-kids-cooking-competition-sakgf.pdf
https://www.coles.com.au/content/dam/coles/campaigns/kids-cooking-competition-sagkf/coles-kids-cooking-competition-sakgf.pdf


WHAT WE’RE UP TO

REMINDERS

FUN!

What is the Capital of Washington?

Welcome to our Student Newsletter.
Here you will find all of the important 

information relating to us- DPS 
KIDS ONLY! 

Well done for making it this far in Remote 
Learning! 7 days to go until holidays! 

Why not try some of these techniques to 
keep us relaxed this Term!
Cosmic Kids Yoga-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=23Vd
tT0vQUY
Just Dance- Blue (Da Ba Dee)-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFIq
SaZM2D0
Go Noodle-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_GN
RDic17E

School Captain’s Choice-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uh4d
TLJ9q9o

Don’t forget to watch the newest 
DPS Challenge! All of the details 
are On Compass! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eO3hZGO
6mfI

Delacombe Primary School Reminders:

- This Wednesday is our Virtual Assembly. 
We can’t wait to see our DPS students on 
the big screen. Don’t forget to tune in.

- Next Friday is our last day of Term 3! 
Enjoy your holidays!

Can you solve our
Delacombe Riddle?

What can be seen once in a minute, 
twice in a moment and never in a 

thousand years?

Answer from last week-
A Teapot

A-The elf-abet

Fluffy Slime

Stay safe, stay healthy and 
stay happy DPS students!

What do elves learn at school?



 
 
 
 
 
 
G’day Delacombe Community, 
 

Last week, I was attending a seminar on Wellbeing and Energy Levels which, as I was sitting through, I was thinking 
was pretty boring.  I really don’t enjoy online seminars! 
 

Afterwards, I reflected and thought about how being stuck in a second lockdown can seem more draining than  
ever.  I realised that I was actually feeling low in my energy for engaging in life.  While I may be doing less, I am 
often not feeling more refreshed.  You may feel similar.  We have seemingly more time than ever to focus on  
ourselves, yet you might be feeling you have less energy than ever.  
 

Our personal energy comes in four types:  

 our Mind (our thoughts and values) 

 our Physical Body 

 our Emotions (made up of all our emotional experiences and memories); and 

 Spirit (our feeling of purpose or meaning in life beyond ourselves). 
 

Now is a good time then to consider how our energy levels are going.  That is, checking in with ourselves; Mind 
(mental pursuits), Body (living healthy), Emotions (informed, not controlled, by our emotions), and Spirit (living in a 
way that gives us purpose). 
 

How much energy do you have in each of those areas?  
When you are feeling energised in Mind, Body, Spirit and Emotions, you are being the best version of you.  If we 
are aren’t doing well in any of those areas, it tends to pull us down in the rest of our life - and that is an energy  
sapping place to be. 
 

Here are three helpful questions if this is you. 
 

Who can you go to for support, encouragement and accountability?  
Life is mean to be lived in community and you don’t have to go it alone.  If you need support, please reach out for 
it. 
 

What can you do yourself to improve? 
Ideas could include:  

 Gratitude Journal and Work 100% then switch off and rest 100% 

 Minimise distractions or limit unhelpful social media usage 

 Spend quality time with family and nature; and 

 Prioritise sleep, eating well, and physical activity. 
 

What could you focus on to give you energy? 
Some quick suggestions to try are: 

 Health 

 Having Fun 

 Relationships 

 Volunteering 

 Career; and 

 Personal Development. 
 

This lockdown is a great opportunity for us to focus on giving out the best of ourselves, not just being holed up  
until Covid is over.  Living life drained, just makes life harder.  Awareness around our energy levels and focusing on 
growing our energy helps us thrive, even during lock down.  
  

Know that I am available at Delacombe Primary School if you need to chat or find extra support for you and/or 
your family. 
 

Take care, stay safe and keep connected 
 
Jesse Winter 
School Chaplain 


















